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Abstract 
Sustainable buildings are the future of the construction industry. Governments and agencies 
are implementing tax credits and incentives to encourage new projects to use green design. 
There is still the perception that sustainable design is more costly than traditional construction 
methods. The first step to help more projects be sustainable is to understand what these 
incentives are and how they lower costs. Secondly, people who are not in the construction 
industry lack understanding as to what sustainable design is and the benefits are of using it. The 
results of a survey showed that the general public is still not aware of how sustainable design 
works, can be used in residential, multifamily homes, and how it can save money over the life 
time of a building. Sustainable design has a 2% higher premium when compared to traditional, 
but there is a solution to this. When using the cost savings during the design phase, tax credits 
and incentives this 2% increase is taken out of  the equation. By looking at buildings that use 
these tools and data, we can see how sustainable design is affordable.   
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Introduction 
Building green costs only fractionally more than not doing so(Dailey, 2013). Sustainable building 
practices are becoming more mainstream, but there is still the assumption that using green 
methods cost more than traditional methods (Dailey, 2013). On average green building design 
has a 2% higher premium costs than conventional building methods (Kats, 2003). Although 
these technologies might have greater upfront costs, they will save money in the long run 
(Evan, 2016). Green buildings make up for their slightly higher premiums through higher energy 
efficiency and reduced energy intake (Evan, 2016). The construction industry continues to 
cleave its notion of building conventional buildings over green buildings due to financial reasons 
(Evan, 2016).  
 
In the research on how green buildings can be affordable, there is a focus on the tax credits and 
how the buildings can save money and pay for themselves. While this makes an excellent case, 
we are still not addressing the issue of the up-front cost. Most clients and owners want to know 
right away what the up-front cost of the project will be. This information is essential because 
funding sometimes is needed from multiple sources or investors. If this cannot be addressed 
early on, it can make justifying sustainable design a challenging task. How do we build these 
buildings from the start and justify to the financial backers that this will be worth their 
investment? Are prefabricated sustainable homes an option? How much do they cost?  

 
The purpose of this study is to illustrate we can design and build affordable, sustainable 
buildings. By compiling this information, we can ensure builders, designers, and owners 
undertaking a sustainable building can be successful. If we can successfully make the case, it 
will potentially open up the idea for someone to switch to green building design instead of the 
traditional construction method.  
 
This study seeks to answer the following questions through a literature review and case study 
analysis: 
 

o What is the actual cost difference between the two construction methods?  
 

o What benefits are out there to help persuade someone to build sustainably?  
 

o Are governments and other agencies encouraging construction to go sustainable? 
 
The following literature review will highlight how governments and agencies are encouraging 
sustainable design. It will look at different tax credits and examples of case studies of these 
credits being used.  
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Literature Review 
This literature review is divided into the following sections perceived cost differences, cost 
differences and benefits, government incentives, sustainable homes, and sustainable 
multifamily.  
 
Perceived Cost Differences 
The perceived cost of green buildings compared to traditional buildings is that green buildings 
cost more. When in actuality this is not the case when everything is taken into account that 
helps bring the cost down. These perceptions are rooted in the lack of understanding of what 
green design is, what incentives there are to help offset the cost, and making more people 
aware of their options. This can be overcome by when starting the projects design phase by 
walking clients through the option of green design and comparing it to traditional design 
highlighting both methods’ benefits, and downsides, then letting the client make the decision is 
the start. See Fig. 1 for illustration of perceived cost vs. actual cost building green. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Perceived vs. Actual cost for green buildings 

 
Cost Differences and Benefits 
On average, Kats (2003) found that green building designs have a 2% higher premium cost than 
conventional buildings. Although these technologies might have greater upfront costs, they will 
save money in the long run (Evan, 2016). Green buildings make up for their slightly higher 
premiums through higher energy efficiency and reduced energy intake (Evan, 2016). The 
construction industry continues to cling to its notion of building conventional buildings over 
green buildings due to financial reasons (Evan, 2016). See Fig. 2 for an illustration of the cost 
benefits over a 30 to 80-year life span of a building.  
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Fig. 2 Cost benefits over a 30 to 80-year life span of a building 

 
Government Incentives 
Governments worldwide are already implementing ways to encourage contractors and other 
construction professionals to build LEED-certified buildings (Evan, 2016). These measurements 
must improve the overall energy consumption by 50% compared to the ASHRAE basic building 
construction standards that every building must pass before being built (Evan, 2016). Partial 
reductions of up to $0.60 are given for a 10% energy efficiency increase compared to the basic 
standards (Freeman, 2016). The buildings must obtain at least a LEED rating of Silver to qualify 
for such tax credit. For example, the Oregon Department of Energy will refund the credit, based 
on the size per square foot of the building, and it must meet the requirements (Department of 
Energy, 2005). A tax deduction of up to $1.80 per square foot is available to owners or 
designers of commercial buildings or systems that save at least 50% of the heating and cooling 
energy (IRS, 2020). 
 
These incentives can also be used not only in commercial projects but also in residential. 
Residential projects are a great opportunity to make sustainable design better. The same 
incentives that are used are large commercial projects, also qualify for small projects.  The tax 
deductions can save clients money potentially making their project better and them choosing 
sustainable design as the path forward.  
 
Sustainable Homes 
According to the market, the average cost of building a new home in the U.S. was $309,719 in 
2020 (Element Green, 21). Sustainable prefabricated homes are now becoming more available 
as a way to reduce costs and improve efficiency. This could be a viable option for clients or 
someone who wants to build a sustainable home and allows them to see the product plus cost. 
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Seeing the dollar for dollar purchases in the building often will make buyers more comfortable 
when purchasing a product. In this case, the product would be a sustainable home 
prefabricated in a building and then re-located to the site later on.  
 
When purchasing a prefabricated home, the purchaser can save money in numerous areas. For 
example, a green site permit cost will be more than a prefabricated home when building a 
traditional home. Bluhomes is a company that offers a prefabricated home at a base price of 
$395,000. This seems like a lot, but when comparing the saving from running the house, it pays 
for itself in a set amount of time. Homes labeled Green also rise in value quicker than those not 
label. For example, a home labeled Green would be valued at $435,000, while a non-green 
labeled home would be $400,000 (Bluhomes, 2021).  
 
Besides cost, there are more benefits when choosing prefabricated over traditional 
construction. It was reported that about 90% of builders report that they achieve improved 
productivity, improved quality, and more accurate scheduling when using prefabricated and/or 
modular construction methods (Pierson, 2020). Scheduling is improved by components of the 
home being built off-site, while at the same time the site work is completed. When these 
homes are built in a factory, the building inspectors are on-site and look over the homes in real-
time. Owners no longer have to worry about weather delays stopping construction, which helps 
keep the schedule on time.  
 
Prefabricated sustainable homes are now meeting various certification programs that include 
LEED, Passive House, ENERGY STAR and Living Building Challenge. A great example of this 
Method Homes, which uses better insulation practices, tight construction, fresh air, passive 
solar, high-efficiency water heaters, windows and doors with high R-value, high-efficiency 
heating and cooling systems, high-efficiency appliances and lighting and photovoltaic solar for 
the energy source. These benefits all lead to the cost of running the homes being lower than 
that of traditional construction.  
 
Sustainable Multifamily 
With urban America becoming more populated with people moving back to cities, there is an 
influx of multifamily housing. With this comes rising rent for existing properties and new units. 
Rents across the U.S. continue to rise for multifamily units, climbing 3% in 2019, with some 
cities seeing it as high as 8% (2nd Kitchen Staff, 2020). Rising construction cost, rising energy 
cost, and the cost of potable water being a factor. There is an opportunity to use green design 
with multifamily projects to lower these cost and reduce the carbon footprint.  
 
Multifamily housing is an area that benefits greatly from the tax incentives and the benefits 
that are offered by LEED offers. This report’s results and discussion section will look at two case 
studies of how multifamily project benefits and the money saved can lower cost. When using 
energy-efficient HVAC equipment and better lighting design, the cost of operating the building 
is lowered and can lower the cost of the rent.  
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Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship between developer, tenant, and owner. It is a well-balanced 
relationship to make sure every party involved is satisfied with the end goal. Fig. 4 shows the 
cost-saving per square foot over a 20-year plan when Green Building is design premise. Fig. 5 is 
a breakdown of cost difference per category and when homes follow one of the certification 
processes.  

 
Fig. 3 Relationship between developer, tenant and owner 

 
Source: (Daily, 2013) 
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Fig. 4 Benefits of Green Buildings 

 
 

 
Fig. 5 Cost Breakdown 

 
When looking at different areas of the industry that can benefit from green design, we can see 
the benefits when compared to traditional construction. Through tax credits and cost-saving by 
using LEED as a guideline, the cost becomes competitive if not cheaper. This information was 
gathered by looking at case studies and reports. 
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Methodology 
The study focuses on reports, case studies, LEED design criteria, and the building’s financial cost 
with sustainability in mind. By looking at past projects and trends in the construction industry, 
the data shows how much sustainability construction cost when compared to traditional 
construction methods. The research design considered a survey sent out to the general public 
and classmates. This survey was designed to get an understanding of what the general public 
understands about sustainable design. The survey results showed that most people not in the 
industry are still not aware of what sustainable design is. They have heard of it but do not know 
the benefits or that buildings are responsible for a large amount of carbon being released into 
the atmosphere. Then case studies and examples of a project designed with sustainability were 
looked at to understand what those costs were. Once this was understood, the process of 
comparing this information to case studies and reports by other scholarly sources on the topic 
was completed. Data and measures were collected from all these sources then compared to 
see if a connection could be made. This connection focuses on the argument of whether or not 
sustainable design can be cost-effective when compared to traditional methods. Using this 
information, understanding how the two topics are related and where each one has its cost, 
and why they cost what they do becomes easier.  
 

Results and Discussion 
When the data is analyzed, it becomes clear why traditional construction costs what it does and 
why the initial cost of sustainable design is 2% higher. With all the information on sustainable 
design, even though it is still relatively new, the benefits are clear. LEED (Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design) works with governments to input initiatives to promote sustainable 
design. LEED works with governments and agencies worldwide to create these initiatives to 
help people build green. It comes in the form of tax incentives, saving on green equipment, 
abatements, and reductions. Three incentives could help offset the 2% increase that comes 
with sustainable design. The first one being Section 45L Tax Credits, the IRC (Internal Revenue 
Code) offers up to $2,000 in incentives for single or multifamily housing designs. This is 
illustrated in the following two case studies.  
 
Case Study A:  
Case study A is a three-story, 93-unit, multifamily project. The building is fully leased in the 
eligible year. The project has all units 100 percent qualified for the tax credit. There is no 
parking or any other use shared in this building.  
 

Tax Credit $2,000 x 93 units $186,000 
Project Certification Fee $400 x 93 units $37,200 
Net Benefit $186,000 - $37, 200 $148,800 
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Case Study B: 
Case study B is a four-story, 100-unit, multifamily project. The building is fully leased in the 
eligible year. The building has below-grade parking on the first floor. This project, 90 of the 100 
units qualify (90 percent). 
 

Tax Credit $2,000 x 90 units $180,000 
Project Certification Fee $400 x 90 units $37,200 
Net Benefit $180,000 - $36,000 $144,000 

 
45L Tax Credit can be used on single-family homes, multifamily, additional dwelling units, 
assisted living facilities, student housing, and substantial reconstruction/rehabilitation projects. 
The second incentive is Section 179D Deduction. This incentive allows for saving substantial tax 
liability dollars, in some cases in the millions of dollars. This tax savings applies to building 
owners, government builders, architects, and engineers. The third incentive is the Section 48 
Investment Tax Credit. The tax credit helps lower the cost of procuring and operating a building 
with renewable energy equipment. The savings for this credit can be 10% to 30% on cost. It is 
understood that building a new building or home sustainably can be costly in the beginning. 
With the review of these incentives, it is possible to offset that initial cost and potentially save 
more money than traditional design. If designers, architects, and engineers can leverage this 
information early on with the clients. We could see more designers using the sustainable route, 
making the sustainable design more cost-effective and competitive than traditional 
construction.  
 
As population density rises in the United States, there is a demand for housing. Prefabricated 
multifamily homes are an option that benefits from multiple tax credits and LEED qualification.  
In both case studies A and B, there were significant savings from the 45L Tax Credits. This can 
also be used for multifamily buildings that are LEED certified. Prefabricated multi-family homes 
are $150-$250 per square foot finished (ZipKit Homes, 2020). A traditional apartment building 
that is low-rise (5-50 units) costs $150-$225 per square foot (Mastroeni, 2020). Traditional 
construction methods do not qualify for the tax credits or LEED qualifications. LEED-certified 
multifamily buildings automatically generate a 10 percent or greater asset increase when 
compared to the average traditional building. With the tax credits savings and the increased 
value, prefabricated/LEED-certified multifamily buildings are a viable option.  
 

Conclusion 
With the construction and design industries becoming more accustomed and familiar with 
sustainable design, projects are heading in the right direction. Can Sustainable Buildings Be 
Affordable? This paper sought to answer the following questions. What is the actual cost 
difference between the two construction methods? What benefits are out there to help 
persuade someone to build sustainably? Are governments and other agencies encouraging 
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construction to go sustainable? It was discovered that sustainable buildings only cost 2 percent 
higher than conventional buildings (Kats, 2003). Tax credits and LEED initiatives can offset the 
construction cost. Tax Credit 45L offers $2000 incentives per unit as shown in Case Study A and 
B.  Benefits to persuade someone to build green can start with the savings when the building is 
complete. Green Buildings cost 14 percent less to operate on average when compared to 
traditional buildings. Market demand for green buildings is trending at doubling every three 
years. Governments are encouraging green buildings with help from agencies like LEED. With 
tax credits, grants, and benefits given when using energy-efficient equipment, governments are 
on board. More people need to be made aware of the options out there when considering 
building a new structure.  
 
Although traditional construction has been the mainstay for many generations, the amount of 
interest in sustainable design has increased. In time, this will continue to grow and become 
better as the cost for sustainable design becomes lower. We have seen through studies and 
evidence that we can project this idea as more studies and cases of sustainable design being 
used are built. We can start to track and relate that information to the other projects we have 
read and seen the research on. Based on the research we can say that sustainable design is 
competitive with traditional construction methods. We can conclude that this cost can be offset 
by the incentives that have been in place. These incentives come in the form of tax credits and 
saving by using energy-efficient equipment and materials. We are now seeing the evidence 
from past projects and design efforts that sustainable design efforts will and can compete with 
traditional methods.  
 
Moving forward with more projects that are LEED-certified hitting the time line to be studied, 
there will be even more data to look at. As the industry slowly adapts to the sustainable design 
standards we get a better understanding and be able to improve the process and buildings. 
There is still a need for more ground work to make clients aware that sustainable design is 
affordable and an option. By simply showing clients and design teams the available options that 
are available to make this affordable for everyone is a starting point.  
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